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We are a group of individuals from across the different parts of the

country who have come together, to establish this organization,

having the same motto fight against corruption. We are a group of

individuals who have been working for past 9 years ...
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About Us

We are a group of individuals from across the different parts of the country who have come together,

to establish this organization, having the same motto fight against corruption. We are a group of

individuals who have been working for past 9 years towards the different reforms of the society and

its evils, but now we come come together to setup this organisation. There are a lot of evils in the

society namely, child labor, human trafficking, miss use of relief funds, drug trafficking ,human rights ,

education rights and may more . Summing of all this issues we find one reason and thats corruption

our society and its personals are so corrupted that its giving rise to a lot of evil in the society. We the

members of this society have a strong belief that if we can eradicate corruption from the society that

all the mentioned evils of the society can be completely eradicated .So join us to fight Against

Corruption and make a nation free of corruption and a better society. ACRS (Anti Corruption And

Research Society) is a Agency that is into secret investigation & monitoring tasks. Its professional

definition is as follows:- Criminal cases: - All the crimes that are against the nation Society, Public

.law and humanity come under the preview of functioning of ACRS. The ACRS aims to spread

awareness amongst the citizens of our country- who are in the habit of begging for help from our so

called socio-political leaders, who in turn do nothing more than assurance. And sometimes they...

For more information, please visit
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Anti Corruption & Research Society
Contact Person: Manager 

G-163, Nehru Colony, Near Fountain Chowk 
Lucknow - 248001, Uttar Pradesh, India
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